
Where’s my box?
Hapag-Lloyd gets full marks for 
investing in container technology 7

SHIPPERS and forwarders have 
reacted with anger to the news 
that ocean liners’ profits are set to 
soar again this year. 

Drewry forecast that 
cumulative profits for box lines 
would reach $300bn, up from a 
profit of €214bn in 2021. It added 
that it expected its blend of head 
and backhaul spot and contract 
freight rates to increase by a 
further 39 per cent this year, after 
an increase of 110 per cent in 
2021.  

Maersk has already reported a 
$6.8bn net profit for Q1, and said 
it thought Q2 would be better 
still, as it “builds a better business”. 

Chief executive Soren Skou said 
that while the balance of its 
contracts were in negotiation, he 
was confident that the average 
year-on-year rate increase would 
continue, adding another $10bn 

in revenue this year. 
But forwarders and shippers 

have reacted angrily to the news 
that container lines, which have 
had consistently poor 
service records, have 
continued to reap 
record rewards. One 
UK forwarder, who 
had booked freight 
with Maersk as part 
of the 2M alliance, to 
arrive for the Easter 
and May Day 
holidays, said he was 
still waiting. 

“It will take longer 
for my cargo to get 
from Wilhelmshaven 
and Rotterdam to 
the UK than it took from 
Singapore to Europe,” said Jon 
Woods, director at forwarder 
XXXL. 

He added that in 30 years, he 
had “never seen this level of 
incompetence”. 

He said Maersk’s attitude 
towards freight 

forwarders, 
particularly small to 
medium ones 
without service 
contracts, was that 
they are “parasitic 
pond scum to be 
eradicated”. 

Other forwarders 
have complained 
about having to buy 
additional, expensive 
and unwanted 
services to secure 

capacity from box lines, 
while the Federal Maritime 
Committee’s (FMC) inbox is filling 
up fast with complaints. 

This month Wan Hai becomes 

the second carrier to settle claims 
concerning disputed D&D 
charges after a similar claim 
against Hapag-Lloyd resulted in a 
fine of $822,220. Wan Hai 
received a penalty of $850,000. 

The FMC meanwhile has asked 
carriers to submit pricing 
information on cargo moved on 
major tradelanes, as well as carrier 
and alliance information on 
capacity management, to its 
Bureau of Trade Analysis (BTA). 

Enhanced measures in the US 
could play a part in the upcoming 
review of the consortia block 
exemption given to the alliances 
by the European Commission. The 
latest review is meant to start in 
the first half of this year, with the 
block exemption, which was 
renewed in spring 2020, in place 
until spring 2024. 

Complaints against the carriers pour in as FMC and authorities take a closer look  
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West coast port talks 
set to start
AUTOMATION is set to be 
at the heart of the 
negotiations between 
dockworker unions and west 
coast terminal operators, due 
to start as VOTI went to 
press. 

Both parties, the 
International Longshore and 
Warehouse Union (ILWU) 
and Pacific Maritime 
Association (PMA), have 
fired their opening salvos 
ahead of the start of talks 
– with the former setting its 
stall out as jobs for US 
workers, while the PMA is 
characterising itself as an 
efficient modernist. 

While most observers 
believe that the talks won’t 
degenerate into the go-slows 
and brutal disagreements 
which characterised the last 
round of talks in 2015, cargo 
owners have begun to 
re-route cargo via the east 
coast. And there appears to 
be a lot of ground to cover, 
given the opening rhetoric, 
before any contract is signed. 

In an open letter in early 
May, ILWU president Wille 
Adams claimed its US 
workforce had saved the day 
during the pandemic, even as 
“billion-dollar” foreign 
shipping lines had “gouged 

"automation 
poses a 

threat to 
national 
security"

Alliances are part of the 
poor service problem

European shippers and forwarders have long argued that 
the block exemption gives carriers an unfair advantage in 
contract negotiations, while not offering any benefits to 
their customers – a view which appears to have gained 
traction among US regulators, who believe it is worth 
investigating. 

Global Shippers’ Forum director James Hookham, said 
that the poor service experienced by Woods is symptomatic 
of the container industry as a whole, and cited alliances as 
part of the problem. 

“It brings into further question the ability of the lines to 
work together in alliances and consortia, and what the 
benefits of those alliances and consortia are and whether 
those benefits are passed through to the market?” he said. 

He also pointed out that poor performance by carriers has 
a severe impact on forwarders, particularly smaller ones. 
Delays can lead to lost sales for their customers, who 
probably have penalty clauses in their contracts, which the 
forwarder must pay, 
and who is also 
liable for the extra 
costs incurred as a 
result of the delays. 

Moreover, as well 
as the extra costs 
incurred, forwarders 
will likely also have 
to wait 90 days for 
payment after the 
goods are delivered, 
stretching the cash 
flow of these small 
businesses to the 
limit. 

Air cargo awaits end 
of Chinese lockdowns 
ALTHOUGH rates remain elevated, air cargo has seen a 
period of relatively slack demand as China’s lockdowns – 
impacting manufacturing and exporting, which is said to be 
down 15 per cent – have continued.  

However, with some restrictions now easing, carriers, both 
in air and sea, believe that there could be a surge from the 
pent-up demand as companies look to re-stock inventory. 

Bruce Chan, senior logistics analyst for Stifel, noted: “There 
is a distinct scenario in which airfreight rates spike again, 
even from these elevated levels. That would occur as a result 
of: the clearing embolism of backlogged Chinese freight, if 
and when lockdowns are lifted; the effects of reduced air 
cargo capacity on Europe-related lanes due to isolated 
Russian capacity and swaths of closed air space and; the 
potential for more congestion at US west coast ports if union 
labour relations stall, and work throughput slows in 
anticipation of a contract expiration at the end of June 
2022.” 

He added that logistics networks remain “very congested”. 
“There is a real possibility that any temporary pull back in 

bottlenecks and rates are “head fakes” and volatility will 
continue to be an issue until the core problems are resolved.” 

While Shanghai is still under restrictions, causing shipping 
lines to continue to blank sailings, Hong Kong appears to be 
opening up. 

Cathay Pacific is now re-introducing cargo flights, 
following its suspension of all long-haul freight flights in the 
first week of January.  

March saw it offer 48 per cent more lift than in January, 
primarily to India and north-east Asia – and it said more 
routes would come on line this month. 

But the carrier warned: “The outbreak in Hong Kong and 
Shanghai continues to affect the flow of goods. Restrictions 
on cross-border trucking have hampered the channels for 
transporting goods to Hong Kong in the Greater Bay area.” 

The news comes as passengers begin to creep back into 
the skies. Transatlantic belly capacity has now exceeded pre-
pandemic levels for the fist time, although many air cargo 
executives believe it will take far longer for the return of 
transpacific bellies.  

continued from page 1

JAMES HOOKHAM
Global Shippers’ Forum

American businesses by 
charging them ten times the 
usual shipping rates and 
have contributed toward the 
rise in inflation”. 

Worse still, these foreign 
carriers want to oust US 
workers and risk US security 
with technology, it claimed. 

“In addition to a loss of 
jobs, automation poses a 
threat to national security as 
it places our ports at risk of 
being hacked, as other 
automated ports 
have 
experienced. 
These attempts 
should be a 
concern for our 
nation as the 
intention behind 
them isn’t what’s 
best for America, 
but rather what’s 
best for foreign 
profits,” wrote 
Adams. And he 
argued that automated 
terminals are in fact less 
efficient, according to a 
2021 ITF report. 

Unsurprisingly, the PMA 
does not agree. According to 
its study, ILWU workers saw 
working hours at automated 
terminals increase by 31.5 

per cent, more than twice 
the rate of growth at 
non-automated terminals, 
while the workforce grew 
11.2 per cent - compared 
with 8.4 per cent in non-
automated terminals. 

The report also claimed 
automation brings health 
benefits to workers and local 
communities by reducing 
emissions. 

“Automation is a global 
trend and the hallmark of 

the world’s most 
advanced ports,” 
concluded the 
PMA report. 

But the ILWU 
countered: “The 
increased 
productivity 
that the PMA is 
claiming at the 
two automated 
terminals has 

meant less work 
at other terminals 

and an overall loss of 
employment for longshore 
workers. 

“We haven’t seen an 
overall increase in 
productivity at the ports, 
just a shell game to mask the 
human cost of job 
destruction.” 
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Focus ON
Time Critical Logistics

A series of global calamities 
hit worldwide supply chains 
over the past 24 months. 
Beginning with the pandemic 
and the associated pains of 
lack of boxes, staff in 
lockdown, and all-round 
gloom over what the virus 
would do next, it has now 
transcended into security-
linked fears stemming from 
the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine and concerns of that 
escalating into a worldwide 
conflict. For forwarders 
operating at this perilous 
moment, the geopolitical and 
viral spectre have added 
additional strains to a 
business that prior to April 
2020 had already been 
facing unprecedented 
demand. For the time-critical 
sector, that strain is 
heightened again. 

Group operations director 
at Priority Freight, Andrew 
Austin, tells Voice of the 
Independent (VOTI) that the 
conflict in Ukraine has 
necessitated a move towards 
different solutions to 
address that demand, while 
concurrently - in some cases 
- serving to exacerbate 
demand itself. 

“Recently, there has been 
a slight increase in the need 

for multimodal solutions to 
meet deadlines rather than 
relying on just one mode of 
transport,” says Austin. 
“Many factors have played a 
part in this change, including 
prolonged staff absence due 
to Covid-19 and the 
manufacturing and logistical 
disruptions caused by the 
Ukraine conflict, such as 
no-fly zones and other 
restrictions on travel.” 

Of course, Austin would 
not be a forwarder if he was 
not armed with his 
own solutions, 
and he considers 
Priority Freight’s 
Clearance of 
Wheels system 
as primed for 
the scenarios 
thrown up and 
the time-critical 
nature of the 
shipments the 
company’s 
clients use it for. 

“Goods 
imported with 
Priority Freight 
can clear 
customs without 
the need to 
attend the 
increasingly 
busy public 
Inland Border 
Facilities,” 
continues 
Austin. “This is 
thanks to our 
Clearance on 
Wheels status, which allows 
Priority Freight to offer rapid 
customs clearances at our 
own premises, minimising 
delays and saving costs for 
our clients.” 

But just as the conflict has 
altered the way time-critical 
services are presently 

running, so too have those 
very same services played a 
pivotal role in serving to 
alleviate elements of 
suffering among the 
populace of Ukraine under 
the continued assault of the 
Russian military.

With European 
governments having waived 
many of their border and 
customs controls on 
humanitarian relief, a 
tranche of WCA Time 
Critical members stepped in 

to support the 
effort. 
Commenting on 
the work of 
WCA members 
in addressing 
the conflict’s 
very human 
victims, general 
manager of the 
group’s Time 
Critical, Pharma, 
and Perishable 
networks Adam 
McKenna tells 
VOTI he has so 
far been blown 
away by the 
efforts he has 
witnessed. 

“The support 
from the WCA 
members has 
been humbling,” 
McKenna says. 
“We have had 
so many 

companies and 
individuals pulling 

together to help the people 
who need it the most. The 
efforts of the WCA Time 
Critical members in helping 
with the crisis is something 
that will never be forgotten.” 

One of those to have been 
among the early logistics 
teams moving relief was 

Morgan Cargo. Its general 
manager Storme Valentine 
told VOTI that Morgan had 
been ready and wating, from 
day one. “We were ready to 
assist in the provision of 
service and documentation 
for free to get the trucks 
moving to where they were 
needed. We spent the first 
week of the invasion 
successfully clearing aid 
trucks, all destined for 
Ukraine,” adds Valentine. 

McKenna believes part of 
the reason for the breadth of 
support offered by the 
membership stems from an 
underlying tenet of the 
network: collecting “quality” 
members. 

“Our members are the 
best in the world, and they 
expect us to uphold these 
standards and align with 
their requirements,” he 
continues. “With the WCA 
Time Critical Network 100 
per cent validated. and all 
members wanting only the 
best as part of the network, 
we will ensure their 
standards are upheld.” 

This assurance of quality is 
what he says the 
membership demands of the 
network, particularly in this 
moment of likely seismic 
historical, and by implication 
industrial, change. Austin’s 
position on where time-
critical is going appears to be 
one that incorporates a 
model that emerged at the 
height of the pandemic: 
“just-in-case”. 

With the virus having 
exposed two of the major 
western economies’ – 
namely, the UK and the US’ 
– reliance on just-in-time 
logistics as they struggled to 
supply their health services 

and populations with 
valuable PPE when 
coronavirus hit, “just-in-case” 
began to get a wider hearing 
as a back-up solution for 
withstanding a future crisis 
of a similar nature. 

In essence, “just-in-case” 
relies on near-shoring, 
reducing the range of 
products built to more 
accurately reflect consumer 
demand, and building in 
greater resilience 
mechanisms. What does this 
mean for time-critical 
suppliers? Opportunity. Last 
year, group sales and 
marketing manager at 
Priority, Stuart Stobie told 
VOTI, that if anything, the 
pandemic has exposed the 
need for greater 
consideration being given to 
having a “reliable” premium 
freight provider on the 
books. But Austin cautions 
those who believe it’s a more 
general turn to near-shoring, 
to rethink the reality of it as 
a plan for the future. And it 
doesn’t spell an end for time-
critical services.  

“Although there are many 
benefits to near-shoring, it 
comes at a cost to larger 
companies that have to 
relocate, invest in new 
infrastructure and often 
higher labour costs 
compared to offshore 
models,” says Austin. “This 
has inevitable effects on the 
price of goods to the 
end-user so if this change 
does come, it will have to be 
gradual if it is to be 
accepted. Also of 
consideration is the return 
on investment in the existing 
infrastructure that has been 
built and which supports the 
current model, so a major 

shift away from this will not 
be free of financial penalty, 
either, in the short- to 
medium-term.”

Of course, the lure of 
near-shoring could be made 
all the more tempting the 
longer China appears a 
closed shop amidst a 
resurgence of the virus in its 
key transport hubs – notably 
Shanghai – that has sent 
cities back into lockdown. A 
variety of reports, alongside 
insight from industry 
experts, has predicted that 
with the strict Covid 
lockdown rules still in effect 
in China there would be a 
negative effect to global 
supply chains. Austin notes 
that high demand amid 
scarce supply would 
inevitably lead to global price 
increases and may eventually 
force the hand of 
manufacturers to choose 
between a global or local 
supply chain, but he believes 
forwarders will follow the 
demand to “adapt 
accordingly”. 

“While I believe some 
industries will benefit from 
near-shoring, I don’t think 
that can be said for all,” he 
continues. “We are lucky to 

Time critical expands to new modes

ADAM MCKENNA
WCA Time Critical, Pharma 
and Perishables

ANDREW AUSTIN 
Priority Freight
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live in a globally connected 
marketplace and the ability 
to source the very best parts 
from anywhere in rapid time 
is one of the hallmarks of 
this era. The challenges of 
doing that remain, and in 
many ways have been 
exacerbated of late, but 
ultimately it will remain the 
dominant model for some 
time.” 

He points to little change 
in Priority’s business, noting 
that while some had 
suggested that 
lean supply 
chains were no 
longer 
sustainable and 
that we would 
see an increase 
in stockpiling, 
Priority has yet 
to see any 
indication that 
this is the case. 
“Certainly, for 
the automotive 
sector, the 
just-in-time 
model seems to 
remain the norm 
for now,” he 
adds. 

Nonetheless, 
he is not averse to the idea 
of evolving the way time-
critical logistics is handled, 
with Priority increasingly 
looking towards utilising 
multimodal solutions to 

ensure goods get to where 
they need to be. He says 
part of the requirement for 
all forwarders in this line of 
business is to “try to think 
outside the box” using 
methods that wouldn’t have 
been considered previously. 

“Recently we organised a 
shipment of automotive 
parts from Serbia to South 
Africa that was unable to 
exit by road due to a 
blockage,” Austin continues. 
“Instead, the goods were 
taken by road to Belgrade 
airport, where they were 
loaded onto a waiting ATR 
charter aircraft and flown to 

Oostende in 
Belgium. From 
there, the parts 
were 
transferred to 
another truck 
that drove to 
Amsterdam 
Schiphol airport 
to meet a 
long-haul 
commercial 
cargo flight 
bound for 
Johannesburg. 
The goods were 
delivered to the 
production 
facility in time 
for 

manufacturing to 
continue.” 

This move to multimodal 
solutions has led to “some 
growth” in road transport 
and in short distance 
movements for Priority, 

which Austin says may 
reflect more local sourcing 
and a return of drivers to the 
sector. 

“Equally, the airfreight 
sector is starting to pick up 
again as belly capacity 
increases and Covid-19 
restrictions ease in some 
countries,” he adds. “We 
have not seen a notable 
decline in other areas as it is 
a continual ebb and flow of 
volume across the sector.

“If we were to see a shift 
away from the just-in-time 
model, it may not affect the 
logistics industry too 
adversely as the overall 
volumes will likely remain 
stable, with just a change to 
the individual consignment 
sizes, though this scenario 
will need a significant 
re-think of how logistics 
operates within this sector 
and a necessary ‘step back’ 
from the current challenges 
to be able to do this.”

McKenna appears to 
believe that time-critical 
services will remain pivotal 
for supply chains, noting the 
substantial growth the 

WCA’s Time Critical network 
members continued to 
record across “all sectors”. 

He adds: “The 
management and planning of 
our members has been 
second to none. As business 
increases and more and 
more manufacturers rely on 
the WCA Time Critical 
members, they keep 
delivering time after time, 
most importantly, on time.” 

For time-critical 
forwarders, the ultimate goal 
of the past few turbulent 
years has remained the same 
“to get the goods from origin 
to destination as quickly and 
efficiently as possible”. This 
agile response has allowed 
time-critical providers such 

as Priority to succeed in this 
rapidly changing market. 
Austin considers this “agility” 
pivotal for the time-critical 
supplier making it unlikely 
that time-critical forwarders 
will face too much in the way 
of operational changes. 

But, for those operating in 
the UK, there remains one 
change that continues to 
pester forwarders when it 
comes to operational 
planning, and even Austin 
seems unable to escape the 
influence of Brexit. Indeed, it 
would not be Brexit without 
some form of perpetual 
hangover; recently the 
government announcement 
a two-year to “potentially 
forever” delay on the 

implementation of 
phytosanitary checks. Yes, 
notes Austin, there remains 
this one fundamental 
operational challenge “to 
prepare for Brexit” but even 
here, he appears calm.

“For this we conducted a 
lot of scenario planning and 
preparation such as gaining 
Authorised Economic 
Operator and Clearance on 
Wheels statuses, recruiting 
and training our own 
customs team to offer our 
customers the best chance 
in an uncertain post-Brexit 
world. This preparedness 
also served us well for the 
challenges that came in 
quick succession afterwards,” 
Austin concludes.

Time critical expands to new modes
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LNG could be worse for climate 
than ‘doing nothing’
A mounting body of research has revealed 
that LNG-powered ships might be worse for 
the environment than doing nothing at all. 
Some 57 per cent of newbuild orders in Q1 
were for LNG-powered ships, and according 
to the DNV database in February, there are 
261 LNG-fuelled ships in operation with 433 
on order.

But new research shows that methane 
from LNG begins to degrade into CO2 after 
20 years – but not before it has incurred 86 
times as much global warming effect as the 
equivalent volume of CO2.

LNG’s well-to-tank CO2 emissions are 
slightly higher than those of heavy fuel oil, 
and its well-to-tank methane emissions are 
almost quadrupled, according to the study. 
Land-based LNG infrastructure is known to 
leak, which could account for some of these 
figures.

“One can see that focusing solely on CO2, 
ignoring other climate pollutants, can 
significantly underestimate climate pollution 
from maritime transport,” the study’s authors 
wrote.

However, interest group Sea-LNG recently 
decried “sensationalist claims” by LNG’s 
opponents.

Sea-LNG chairman Peter Keller said 
methane slip represented “an overused 

argument for those wishing to justify 
inaction” and added that by 2030, he 
believes, it will have been “virtually 
eliminated”.

Sea-LNG also pointed out that it may in 
due course be possible to switch to bio-LNG 
– a close-to-carbon-neutral drop in 
replacement for LNG, and a recourse for 
owners already saddled with fleets of LNG-
fuelled ships.

French carrier CMA CGM, which along 
with MSC has pioneered the rush to LNG-
fuelled ships, said it expects to have 32 LNG 
dual-fuel ships in its fleet by the end of this 
year.

Forwarders wanting accurate information 
on ship emissions can use the free calculator 
offered by searoutes.com, which computes 
emissions for routes, either port-to-port or 
door-to-door, or by individual ships.
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Spotlight ON
Adam Komorowski

RUSSIA’S February invasion 
and ongoing assault against 
Ukraine has caused ruptures 
across the globe. For the 
supply chain sector, 
managing director of 
forwarder EAS International, 
Adam Komorowski, tells 
Voice of the Independent 
(VOTI) the impact has been 
“turbulent”. 

“[The invasion] has caused 
transport turbulence across 
all mediums,” says 
Komorowski. “From an ocean 
freight perspective, we are 
facing huge shortages of 
equipment, notably reefers, 
with St Petersburg having 
been our hub for such 
equipment. Now, however, 
no vessels from St 
Petersburg can enter 
European ports, which 
means carriers are facing 

huge problems when it 
comes to shipments 
requiring these 
types of 
containers.” 

Compounding 
issues for those 
reliant on ocean 
carriers was 
somewhat 
unexpected 
vessel rotations, 
which 
Komorowski 
says resulted in 
substantive port 
congestion and 
associated 
delays that left 
EAS scrambling to support 
its clients in moving goods 
amidst the fast-changing 
situation. With the (pre-war) 
“incredibly popular” sea-rail 
solution linking Gdansk to 

Vostochny and St Petersburg 
suspended, the team’s 

options were 
limited. 

“From the air 
freight side, we 
found ourselves 
facing issues like 
the closing of 
the airspace 
above both 
Russia and 
Ukraine, which 
led to flights 
between China 
and the EU 
being re-routed 
and this, 

unsurprisingly, 
had a huge impact on not 
only transit times but 
transport costs,” he 
continues. “And given that 
we were already 
experiencing tight storage 

space, this was further 
reduced by the demand 
emanating from 
humanitarian aid shipments 
coming in from all around 
the world to Poland and 
neighbouring EU countries. 

“But for EAS specifically, 
the biggest impact was on 
transportation to and from 
landside, with rail services 
particularly affected – we did 
not feel any major 
differences in terms of road 
transport and [despite 
mounting concerns 
elsewhere] have not found 
ourselves hit by the lack of 
personnel.”

Given EAS’ location, 
namely Poland, Komorowski 
appears relatively unfazed by 
the sanctioning of two of 
Poland’s bigger markets – 
Russia and Belarus – and the 
effective suspension of 
business opportunities into 
Ukraine. Prior to the war, 
Russia was the second 
largest market for Polish 
exports, with more than 
US$7.5 billion-worth of 
goods being shipped there 
every year. Similarly, Poland 
imported about $8 billion-
worth and seemed 
particularly reliant on 
Russian energy sources. 

“Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, 
those markets were 
very important 
for Polish 
operators, 
especially for 
the trucking 
companies 
specialising in 
road transports 
to and from 
those 
destinations,” 
Komorowski 
says. “Now, all 
of those transport demands 
have been substantially 
reduced and the demand 
that remains is, of course, 
very difficult to organise. For 
us at EAS, these markets are 
not really in our scope of 
interest, and we do not have 

any active goods flowing 
along the affected routes.” 

Given its experience and 
skillset, it is perhaps 
unsurprising that a time 
critical operator like EAS was 
brought in to participate in 
shifting aid across the border 
to Ukraine in the initial 
stages of the invasion. The 
company’s expertise was 
largely deployed in taking 
responsibility for the 
arrangement and movement 
of goods to airports, 
associated airport activities 
and then delivery to 
government warehouses. 
The primary focus was on 
pharmaceuticals and 
self-protection equipment. 
In the intervening period, 
the Polish government has 
developed a more structured 
approach with regulations 
that have resulted in 
humanitarian flows and 
shipments largely being 
handled by government 
agencies directly. 

“The work we do still 
continue to do though is not 
hindered by the regulations,” 
Komorowski continues. “As 

far as the 
humanitarian 
front is 
concerned, we 
do not face any 
difficulties as far 
as government 
procedures are 
concerned. 
Transportation 
is a bigger 
problem due to 
danger, but we 

have also seen 
that this does not detract 
from the fact that many 
people want to help 
privately much as possible 

“We see this with the 
number of citizens in Poland 
supporting a variety of 
foundations whether by 

sharing money, food, 
medicines, or other 
necessary items. Not to 
mention the fact that here, 
in Poland, we are already 
hosting close to 2.5 million 
refugees, mainly women and 
children, and that number 
continues to climb.”

The support seen in 
Poland is likely partially 
driven by a worrying fear 
that the war may spread. As 
this publication went to 
press, there were reports of 
missile strikes in a contested 
region of Moldova, which 
has its own pro-Kremlin 
faction. This concern is being 
felt in the supply chains too, 
with Komorowski noting he 
has had clients suspend or 
terminate their ventures. 

“Everyone is afraid about 
the spread of the invasion,” 
he says. “As far as our clients 
are concerned, we have 
observed many clients 
resigning their interests in 
rail transport from China to 
Europe via Russia and 
Belarus. First of all, nobody 
wants to support Russia, but 
clients are also afraid of 
transport blockades, so they 
choose other solutions. This 
move away from rail 
transiting through Russia has 
seen them opt for either 
links through Turkey, which 
are more expensive, or 
punting for ocean freight. 
We have also observed that 
those with partnerships with 
factories in Ukraine are now 
searching for alternatives, 
which of course causes 
disruptions. Finding and 
selecting new suppliers of 
raw materials or semi-
finished products can be as 
long a process, as is finding 
new customers to replace 
lost ones.”

For EAS, however, 
Komorowski spots 
opportunity, noting that 
those backing away from the 
Russian market appear to be 
turning towards the EU, 
which could serve to expand 
EAS’ customer base.

“This can only be a 
positive impact from our 
business perspective,” he 
concludes. 

Poland’s helping hands 
reach out to Ukraine

managing director 
EAS International

“[The 
invasion] 

has caused 
transport 

turbulence 
across all 
mediums”

"Everyone 
is afraid 

about the 
spread 
of the 

invasion"
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Insights IN
Seafreight – comment by Mike Wackett

MIKE WACKETT
Sea Freight Consultant, FICS
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ACCORDING to maritime 
consultants Drewry, the liner 
shipping industry is on track 
to earn a mind-boggling 
$300bn this year, following 
the massive $200bn profit 
that it banked in 2021.

Shippers are screaming 
“foul” and demanding 
governments introduce 
windfall taxes on ocean 
carrier profits, but exactly 
how that would work is 
steeped in difficulty, given 
the international nature of 
shipping. 

Moreover, how would the 
taxes be distributed and who 
would audit the 
transactions?

The cyclical nature of 
shipping guarantees that at 
some stage the current 
two-year boom for carriers 
will turn again into seas of 

red ink for lines that gambled 
too much at the orderbook 
or long-term charter market 
casino tables.

However, as it currently 
stands, apart from giving 
their vast profits straight to 
their shareholders, carriers 
are looking to invest these 
war chests, brim-full of 
surplus earnings, back into 
the business.

After securing newbuild 
orders, beefing up their 
equipment and bolting on 
new IT systems, the lines 
have cast their nets wide 
with searches for M&A 
opportunities that could give 
them a decent return on 
investment.

Necessarily, the 
acquisitions have consisted 
of secondary logistics 
opportunities touted by 

brokers that now regard the 
liner majors with hugely 
inflated balance 
sheets as clients 
with money 
burning holes in 
their pockets.

Indeed, the 
huge returns of 
the container 
lines is said by 
some analysts 
to rival that of 
FANG – the 
financial 
acronym for the 
superstars, 
Facebook, 
Amazon, Netflix 
and Google - as 
the new 
sweethearts for 
investors.

Meanwhile, it 
is good to note that there is 
at least one carrier that has 
decided to invest a 
significant amount of its 
capital expenditure budget 
into improving the shipment 
status visibility it can give to 
its customers.

Hamburg-based carrier 
Hapag-Lloyd said in April 
that it was allocating some 
$250m towards tracking 
technology for its standard 
dry container fleet of 1.6m 
boxes.

The decision followed a 
successful trial attaching 

tracking devices to 
its reefer fleet. 
The German 
carrier expects 
to have its entire 
fleet of 
containers 
equipped with 
trackers by 2023 
/ 2024.

It will be a 
mammoth task 
and there will be 
ongoing costs 
associated with 
the 
maintenance, 
repair, 
monitoring and 
sometime 
replacement of 

the tracking 
devices, but many 
commentors (including this 

writer) believe that it could 
be a game-changing moment 
for the liner industry.

Any shipper will tell you 
that as the vessels have got 
bigger, the visibility on the 
status of containers has got 
worse.

The ships are easily 
tracked via AIS and can be 
pinpointed in most regions 
of the world, and many 
companies purport to offer a 
tracking system for shippers 
based on that information.

However, if you ask the 
system founders where they 
will source their onboard 
container status from the 
answer is always: “the 
carriers”.

That is where it all falls 
down: rolled containers that 
were not updated; 
transhipped containers; last 
minute restows leading to 
containers being off-loaded 
at a way port, and many 
more situations where 
communications have gone 
awry can lead to incorrect 
data being fed to a carrier’s 
tracking system.

Track and trace devices for 

containers are not new, they 
have been trialled 
successfully in the past, but 
the take-up from carriers has 
hitherto been hobbled by 
economics.

The pitches by tracking 
device manufacturers were 
always received with great 
interest by carriers. 
However, purchases were 
not progressed due to the 
decades of extreme cost-
cutting measures needed to 
mitigate sub-economic 
freight rates.

The volte-face that has 
taken place in the liner 
industry since the start of 
the pandemic has given 
carriers the opportunity to 
invest a small percentage of 
their profits into a USP that 
will be sure to reap market 
share rewards for those that 
fit tracking devices to their 
equipment.

What’s it worth to find 
your container?

Shippers are 
screaming 
“foul” and 

demanding 
governments 

introduce 
windfall 
taxes on 

ocean carrier 
profits

Know your battery 
shipper, warns insurer
INSURERS are urging forwarders to ‘know 
who you are dealing with’ when contracted 
to transport lithium ion batteries.

Increasing numbers of fires on container 
ships and car carriers are forcing the 
industry to focus on the potential risks of 
the batteries, now prevalent in most modern 
technology, from cars to phones.

While the air cargo industry has been 
aware of the issue for a number of years, 
sea freight is just caching up.

The main risk is from batteries which have 
not undergone checks during 
manufacturing, are mis-handled, 
misdeclared or counterfeit - so knowing the 
shipper is critical.

TT Club risk management director, 
Peregrine Storrs-Fox said: “Traditionally, 
there has been too little interaction 
between the interests of the shipper and 
that of the transport industry.

“In terms of what carriers and forwarders 
can do, it’s about knowing who you are 
dealing with. It’s a large and diverse 
customer base, of not just manufacturers, 
but installers, and also reverse logistics. 
E-commerce makes it even more complex.”

He said companies should make thorough 

checks on those shipping lithium ion 
batteries.

“Verify who you are dealing with. Is it a 
new customer? Documentation should be 
available, the regulations mean they must 
be tested. You should also check 
manufacturing sites, use Google maps to 
make sure it’s actually a factory.”

He said getting shipper battery 
associations to help define “who is good” 
would be useful. “We need to know who is 
less scrupulous – it’s a small percentage but 
it’s hard to squeeze them out of the 
marketplace.”

He acknowledged that the checks would 
be a significant task, but said each supply 
chain partner could do their part. He also 
noted developments in machine learning 
and AI which could help.

“A number of entities are working to make 
the information flow smoother, and you 
could use independent checks to verify all 
those details.”

He said that while there were some 
antitrust concerns over knowledge-sharing, 
“safety does need a common approach, 
otherwise the weakest link will fail, or come 
in via the backdoor on another carrier”.
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THE WORLD'S
NEW LOGISTICS CENTER

THE NEW HOME OF TURKISH CARGO THAT FLIES TO 
THE MOST DESTINATIONS IN THE WORLD IS 

BECOMING THE NEW CENTER OF
AIR CARGO LOGISTICS, CONNECTING CONTINENTS.

US forwarders have initiated a drive to 
reduce congestion at airports. At the 
instigation of the US Airforwarders 
Association, (AfA) multiple industry 
stakeholders are working on proposals to 
cope with the problem.

Lately congestion at US gateways has 
eased, but this is unlikely to last, noted AfA 
executive director Brandon Fried, pointing to 
the lockdown in Shanghai that will unleash a 
torrent of shipments when it is finally over.

“This is the eye of the hurricane,” he 
warned. “We’re going to see many of the 
airports backed up to significant levels.”

Many large airports realise that they stand 
to lose business if they do not 
cope with congestion.

Last year the AfA established 
an Airport Congestion 
Committee (ACC) comprised of 
35 members to explore ways to 
alleviate congestion. This will 
culminate in a recommendation 
paper with which to approach 
private, public and government 
entities to highlight challenges 
and suggest solutions.

“We will be presenting 
concerns as well as potential 
solutions to key industry leaders 
and appropriate members of 
Congress and the Office of the 
Secretary of Transportation,” said Donna 
Mullins, vice-president of Kale Info Solutions 
and chair of the ACC. “The potential upside 
of our efforts is enormous with regard to our 
ability to obtain available public funds for a 
wide range of capital and technology 
improvements.”

In collaboration with the Airports Council 
International – North America (ACI), the AfA 
embarked on two surveys of stakeholders 
about congestion issues. The AfA conducted 
a survey of stakeholders of all stripes except 
airports and government agencies, while the 
ACI canvassed airports. Over 3,000 entities 
were contacted.

“We sent it to everybody we could think 
of. We got close to 400 responses,” said 

Fried.
According to the feedback, Chicago 

O’Hare was the US airport with the biggest 
problems, followed by JFK, Atlanta, LAX and 
Boston.

“The overarching conclusion was that 
there is not one single cause but multiple 
reasons for congestion, but that doesn’t 
mean we can’t pick the low hanging fruit,” 
Fried said.

Five critical issues that contribute to 
congestion have been targeted – facilities 
and infrastructure, staffing and operating 
hours, technology and automation, service 
standards, and regulatory and paperwork 

challenges. For each of these, 
working groups have been set 
up to highlight the problems and 
make proposals for 
improvement.

Suffering from decades of 
underinvestment, the 
infrastructure and facility side is 
beset by myriad challenges, from 
outdated buildings, over ramp 
capacity short of demand, to 
shortages of truck doors and 
parking space, and inadequate 
landside access. “A lot have not 
seen significant investment in 40 
years,” remarked Fried.
Labour shortage has been a 

headache across the board, exacerbated by 
low pay that leaves likely recruits with ample 
alternatives to turn to. Staffing is insufficient 
at almost all elements of cargo operations, 
the survey indicates. Reduced staffing 
numbers over weekends and hours of 
operations create additional bottlenecks. 
Waiting times at docks due to delays in 
breakdown of cargo can be as long as 10 
hours, and consignees face storage charges 
if the facility closes before their cargo has 
been handed over.

While there is broad agreement among 
respondents that technology can expedite 
cargo flows and that efficient 
communication is vital, the survey also 
shows that communication between all 

elements of the cargo operation is poor and 
inconsistent, and that the implementation of 
technology solutions is frequently hampered 
by a lack of collaboration rooted in 
parochialism and a concern for 
confidentiality.

As has to be expected with an 
overburdened system, poor service 
standards have been identified as a massive 
source of aggravation. Space constraints, 
inadequate facilities and other problems 
have taken a toll on service levels, but this is 
aggravated by insufficient staffing levels and 
poor training, which shows itself in poor 
customer service attitudes among employees 
and a lack of consistent service standards. 
Instances of lost cargo have been on the 
increase, the survey indicates.

Issues with government agencies and 
paperwork range from lengthy background 
checks for staff to inadequate training levels 
of customs agents on special cargo and a 
need for more standardised automation. One 
piece of low hanging fruit on Fried’s radar is 
the time it takes to complete background 
checks, which is often 6-8 weeks, resulting 
in many prospective recruits turning to other 
employment, he said.

In its quest to tackle these issues, the AfA 
has been joined by the ACI, the National 
Customs Brokers and Forwarders 
Association of America, Airlines for America 
and the Airline Service Providers Association. 
Each of these groups has set up task forces 
to tackle the five individual themes. Their job 
is to suggest and prioritise solutions using a 
list of evaluation criteria that includes costs, 
applicability, urgency, ease of 
implementation and timelines.

Fried finds the diversity from the broader 
group refreshing, adding that, while there 
will be disagreements, he can discern much 
common ground.

“We’re going to encourage as much 
participation as possible from non-members,” 
he said. “It’s a big bus.”

The proposals from the various groups are 
expected to be in by the end of May for 
review and will then be merged into a white 
paper. “Then we can start approaching 
regulators and other parties,” said Fried.

Forwarders move to 
tackle airport congestion

"We’re 
going to 

see many of 
the airports 

backed 
up to 

significant 
levels"

BRANDON FRIED
Airforwarders Association


